31st January

ACROSS
1 Sleep lightly
5 Request Tender
9 Putting on cargo
15 Luncheonette orders
19 Bucks
20 Miscellany
21 Designer Pucci
22 Lanai feast
23 Seagoing: abbr.
24 Lalique creation
25 Truancy indication
27 Gooselike
29 Judges’ decrees
30 Plaster
31 “Sad ___ Lady of the Lowlands” (Dylan)
32 Blanc and Joli
33 Crucifix
35 Leaf aperture
38 Cats have nine
39 Railing
43 Area and zip
44 Consumer
45 Type faces
46 Charlemagne’s domain: abbr.
47 Waterless
48 Expert, Yiddish-

style
49 Silly Billy
51 Lily, in Lille
52 Aviator’s prefix
53 Synagogue prefix
54 Approximation phrase
55 Triggered
56 Weed remover
59 AMC model of the ’70s
61 Popular beverage in Roma
62 17-syllable verse
64 Pitchman’s payoff
65 Badger
66 Analgesic user’s complaint
69 “The Scarlet ___”
74 Lena of “Alias”
75 Two-time AL Manager of the Year
76 Palm variety
77 Feller’s tool
78 Enrichment arenas
81 “Gee!”
83 Obnoxiously satisfied
84 Do-it-yourselfer’s purchase
85 Gugino of “Roadies”

86 Bristles
87 Riyadh resident
88 Aquaman’s mount
90 Nonsense refrain word
91 Swamp bird
92 Black-and-white snack
93 Actress Diamond
94 Dame ___ Everage (a.k.a. Barry Humphries)
96 Victim of a U.S. trade embargo
99 Where icicles form
100 Contents of a garden shop sack
104 Like unmet goals, often
107 Cody or Hickok
108 Leave out
109 Earth science: abbr.
110 Will of “Arrested Development”
111 Member of the saxophone family
112 Split
113 Has
114 Sets of beliefs
115 Turkish judge
116 Son of Seth

DOWN
1 Lady of Spain
2 Judah’s son
3 Child and conqueror of Cronus
4 Respected
5 In-flight offering
6 Spiral-horned antelope
7 Seine tributary
8 Affliction
9 Driver with a permit
10 Circuits
11 Regions: abbr.
12 ___ de la Société
13 “Delta of Venus” author
14 Obtained
15 Sucks dry
16 “The Bridge of San ___ Rey”
17 “Pravda” provider
18 Giant-grappling sport
26 Self-infatuation
28 Scandinavian rugs
29 Made on a loom
32 Microscopic arachnid
33 Hand’s hangout
34 Aware of
35 Steps, to Sophia
36 Pertaining to a lens
37 Poet of exalted emotion
38 “___ en Rose”
39 British statesman ___ Law
40 Briar
41 Uneven
42 Do a nursery job
44 Keep an ___ the ground
45 Excite
46 Ways and ___
49 Romantic corner
50 Serious scholar
52 Enterprise competition
53 Yours, of yore
56 Some Russian tsars
57 Doctrine of the Buddha
59 “___ Feet” (2006 animated film)
60 Olive genus
63 Hangs outside
64 Photographer’s instruction
65 Pawns
66 Baseball’s Reynolds
67 Lasso
68 “Jane Eyre” character Grace
70 Add gems to a ring
71 Belgian city
72 Ooze
73 Authentic, slangily
75 Miss ___ (“Rear Window” character)
79 Smeltery dross
80 Utterly uncommon
81 Seeds
82 Other: Sp.
83 Indian leader
86 Culls
87 Posted
89 Stopovers
90 Danny of “Living Out Loud”
93 Satisfied
94 Sought snugglers
95 ___ Lama
96 Designer Boss
97 Ashes
98 Adjective for Margaret Thatcher
99 Anglo-Saxon laborer
100 Agave fiber
101 Sign of the future
102 ____-Japanese War
103 Norms: abbr.
105 Lancelot du ___
106 Bargain basement abbr.
107 Pen name
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